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RECOGNIZABLE SETS AND WOODIN CARDINALS: COMPUTATION
BEYOND THE CONSTRUCTIBLE UNIVERSE
MERLIN CARL, PHILIPP SCHLICHT AND PHILIP WELCH
Abstract. We call a subset of an ordinal λ recognizable if it is the unique subset x
of λ for which some Turing machine with ordinal time and tape, which halts for all
subsets of λ as input, halts with the final state 0. Equivalently, such a set is the unique
subset x which satisfies a given Σ1 formula in L[x]. We prove several results about
sets of ordinals recognizable from ordinal parameters by ordinal time Turing machines.
Notably we show the following results from large cardinals.
• Computable sets are elements of L, while recognizable objects appear up to the
level of Woodin cardinals.
• A subset of a countable ordinal λ is in the recognizable closure for subsets of λ if
and only if it is an element of M∞,
where M∞ denotes the inner model obtained by iterating the least measure of M1
through the ordinals, and where the recognizable closure for subsets of λ is defined by
closing under relative recognizability for subsets of λ.
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1. Introduction
Infinitary machine models of computation provide an attractive approach to generalized
recursion theory. The first such model, Infinite Time Turing Machines, was introduced by
Hamkins and Lewis [HL00].1 A motivation for considering such machine models is that
they capture the notion of an effective procedure in a more general sense than classical
Turing machines, thus allowing effective mathematics of the uncountable [GHHM13].
1 Work on this paper was partially done whilst the authors were visiting at the Isaac Newton Institute
for Mathematical Sciences in the programme ‘Mathematical, Foundational and Computational Aspects of
the Higher Infinite’ (HIF), to which they are grateful. In addition the last author was a Simons Foundation
Fellow during this period and gratefully acknowledges that Foundation’s support.
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Such models are usually obtained by extending the working time or the working space of
a classical model of computation to the transfinite. The strongest such models considered
so far, to our knowledge, are Ordinal Turing Machines (OTMs) and the equivalent Ordinal
Register Machines (ORMs). These were defined and studied by Peter Koepke and others
[Koe06a, KS08]. It is argued in [Car13b] that OTM-computability adequately expresses
the intuitive notion of an idealized computor working in transfinite time and space.
The sets of ordinals which are OTM-computable from ordinal parameters are simply
the constructible sets of ordinals. This is rather restrictive and it was asked whether one
could think of machines that have an extra function allowing them to go outside of L into
the core model K ([FW11]). This idea suggests a strengthening of the underlying machine
model.
Here we follow a different approach and consider the notion of recognizability. This
means that for some initial input, some program will stop with output 1 if the input is the
object in question, and stop with output 0 otherwise. It is thus a form of implicit defin-
ability. To our knowledge this was independently first considered for OTM-computability
by Dawson [Daw09]. He showed that the OTM-computable sets coincided with the recog-
nisable sets, without allowing ordinal parameters. He showed that if this was relaxed
to allow constructibly countable ordinal parameters, then still no non-constructible sets
are recognisable. He further showed that 0♯, if it existed, was recognisable from some un-
countable cardinal, and that adding Cohen reals over L did not add recognisable sets. The
fact that recognizability is strictly weaker than computability was called the lost melody
phenomenon [HL00] (see also [Car13a]). For instance an OTM can recognize 0♯ from the
parameter ω1 [Car13a], although 0
# is not computable, and thus the question arises how
far recognizability goes beyond L.
Similar to computability, recognizability can be relativized. Intuitively, an object x is
recognizable relative to an object y if this can be used to identify x. Imagine that we cannot
recognize a radioactive stone, but we can identify a Geiger counter and use this to identify
the stone. We can iterate relative recognizability and obtain the recognizable closure
C. Various foundational views consider mathematical objects as objects of an idealized
cognitive agent. Such a view on set theory is entertained by Hao Wang ([Wan86]) and
Philip Kitcher ([Kit83]) and is also present in various remarks by Gödel. The recognizable
closure can be interpreted as the range of objects that are recognized by an idealized
agent. From this viewpoint, the notion of the recognizable closure may be relevant for the
philosophy of mathematics.
In this paper, we prove various results about recognizable sets of ordinals and about the
recognizable closure. Recognizability generalizes the notion for reals of ∆12 in countable
ordinals by allowing arbitrary ordinals. Indeed, if ω1 = ω
L
1 then the relativized relation
between reals x, y of x being recognizable from y in a countable ordinal coincides with
∆12 reducibility (see Corollary 3.5), and the consequent degree structure is that of the
∆12-degrees.
While recognizability from fixed ordinal parameters is not absolute to generic extensions
if 0# exists, the recognizable closure is more stable. We prove that if there is a measurable
cardinal above a Woodin cardinal, then the recognizable closure for subsets of ω is exactly
the set of reals in M1, a fine structural model with a Woodin cardinal. This set is also
known as Q3 [KMS83]. There are various other characterizations of Q3, for instance as
the maximal countable Π13 set which is closed under ∆
1
3-reducibility [KMS83, p. 202,
section II] assuming projective determinacy. We prove this result for subsets of arbitrary
countable ordinals. It is open whether our results can be extended to the recognizable
closure for subsets of arbitrary cardinals.
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We further show that the generic version of the recognizable closure contains exactly
the sets of ordinals in M∞, where M∞ is obtained by iterating the least measure in M1
through the ordinals.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces Ordinal Turing Machines and
basic results about recognizability. Section 3 contains results on recognizability with spe-
cific ordinal parameters and on the recognizable closure in generic extension. Section 4
then connects recognizability with inner models. The main result states that the recog-
nizable closure for subsets of a countable ordinal α is the set of real numbers in M∞, if
there is a measurable cardinal above a Woodin cardinal.
We would like to thank Gunter Fuchs, Daisuke Ikegami, Vladimir Kanovei, Ralf Schindler
and John Steel for discussions related to the topic of this paper.
2. Definitions and basic facts
Ordinal Turing Machines (OTMs) were introduced independently by Koepke and Daw-
son, and appeared in [Koe06a], and the latter’s unpublished thesis [Daw09], as a further
generalization of classical Turing machines to the transfinite, following the infinite time
Turing machines (ITTMs) of Hamkins and Kidder. They provide an upper bound on
the strength of a reasonable model of transfinite computation (see e.g. [Car13b] for an
argument in favor of this claim).
We refer to [Koe06a] for the definitions, but give a brief description of the model and
its computations. An OTM has a tape whose cells are indexed with the ordinals and runs
along an ordinal time axis. At each time, each cell contains either a 0 or a 1. An OTM-
program is just an ordinary Turing machine program. A computation state thus consists
of the tape content, which is a function t : Ord → 2, the head position, an ordinal, and a
program state. There are finitely many states and these are indexed by natural numbers.
At a successor time α+1, the computation state is determined from the state at time α
in the same way as for an ordinary Turing machine with the supplement that, if the head
is currently at a limit position and is now supposed to move to the left, it is set to position
0. At limit times, the content of each cell, the head position and the program state are
obtained as the inferior limits of the sequence of earlier cell contents, head positions and
program states. A computation stops when it assumes a state for which no further state
can be determined from the program. The computation can be given an ordinal parameter
α by marking the cell at α with a 1 before the computation starts.
A subset X of an ordinal γ is OTM-computable in the parameter α if there is an
OTM-program P which takes as input the value 1 at α and β < γ and the value 0
otherwise, stops with 1 on the first cell if β ∈ X, and stops with 0 on the first cell if
β /∈ X. A set X of ordinals is OTM-computable if it is OTM-computable from some
ordinal. If the computation can be done without an ordinal parameter α, then we call X
OTM-computable without ordinal parameters.
For notation, suppose that P is a program and X is a set of ordinals. Then PX ↓= y
means that P stops with output y with the oracle X. Moreover PX ↑ means that the
computation diverges. The Kronecker symbol δxy is defined as δxy = 1 if x = y and δxy = 0
otherwise. We denote a computation of P with the oracle x and the ordinal parameter α
by P x(α). Let x⊕ y := {2n : n ∈ x} ∪ {2n+ 1 : n ∈ y} denote the join of x, y ⊆ ω.
The main result of [Koe06a], independently obtained by Dawson [Daw09], states that
the OTM-computable sets of ordinals coincide with the constructible sets of ordinals. This
result and its proof can be relativized in a straightforward manner.
Theorem 2.1. (1) Let x, y ⊆ On. Then x is computable by some OTM-program with
some ordinal parameter α in the oracle y if and only if x ∈ L[y].
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(2) There is a non-halting OTM-program P such that for all x ⊆ ω, P x enumerates L[x]
in the sense that for every set of ordinals y ∈ L[x], the characteristic function of y is
written the tape at some time in the computation.
Proof. See [CS14, Lemma 9]. 
A set x ⊆ ω is called ITTM-recognizable if and only if there is a program P such that
P stops with output δxy with the oracle y ⊆ ω [HL00]. This generalizes to arbitrary sets
of ordinals for OTMs. We will also use a relativized notion of recognizability. Relativized
recognizability was introduced and studied for ITRMs ([Car14a]) and several more machine
types [Car13a].
Definition 2.2. Suppose that x is a subset of an ordinal α and y is a set of ordinals.
(i) x is recognizable from y from finitely many ordinal parameters γ0, . . . , γn if there is an
OTM-program P with the parameters y and γ0, . . . , γn which halts for every subset
z of α with δxz in the first cell.
(ii) x is recognizable from y without parameters if we can choose 〈γ0, . . . , γn〉 as the empty
sequence.
(iii) x of an ordinal α is recognizable from y if it is recognizable from y with some ordinal
parameters.
Via iterated Cantor pairing, we cam assume that the parameter is a single ordinal.
Therefore we only consider single parameters from now on.
We have the following simple characterisation of recognizability.
Lemma 2.3. A subset x of an ordinal α is recognizable from a set of ordinals y if and
only if there is a Σ1 formula ϕ(u, v, w) and an ordinal β so that x is the unique subset z
of α so that L[y, z] |= ϕ(y, z, β).
Proof. Suppose that x is recognisable by a program Pe in the parameters y and β. Then
the statement that this program halts on input x with state 1, is a Σ1 statement true only
of x for this pair y, β and is absolute.
Conversely, suppose that ϕ(y, z, β) is a Σ1-formula for which x is the unique solution
for z in models of the form L[y, z]. Suppose max{sup y, α, β} = τ . Let Pe be the program
with parameters y, the V -cardinal γ = |τ |+, and the β in ϕ, that on input z ⊆ α checks if
Lγ [y, z] |= ϕ[y, z, β]. If so then z = x and it may halt with the state 1. Otherwise z 6= x
and it may halt with the state 0. 
We can define the following variations of recognizable sets and it is easy to show that
each of these conditions is equivalent to recognizability. A subset x of an ordinal α is
semi-recognizable if there is an OTM-program P and an ordinal β such that for all y ⊆ α,
P y(β) halts if and only if x = y. A subset x of an ordinal α is anti-recognizable if there is
an OTM-program P and an ordinal β such that for all y ⊆ α, P x(β) diverges if and only
if x = y.
Moreover, recognizability is stable under computable equivalence for OTMs with ordinal
parameters. This is equivalent to constructible equivalence, where x, y are constructibly
equivalent if x ∈ L[y] and y ∈ L[x].
Lemma 2.4. If sets of ordinals x, y are constructibly equivalent, then x is recognizable
implies y is recognizable.
Proof. We use the characterisation of recognizable sets in Lemma 2.3. Let ϕ(v, α) ∈ Σ1
have the unique solution x in the parameter α in models of the form L[z]. Let x be the β’th
set in L[y] and y the γ’th set in L[x]. We now check that y is the unique set of ordinals so
that L[y] satisfies the Σ1 formula which states that the β’th set z in L[y] satisfies ϕ(z, α)
and y is the γ’th set in L[z]. 
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In the previous lemma, it is not sufficient to assume that y ∈ L[x]. For example, suppose
that x = 0# and y is a Cohen real over L which is constructible from x.
However, recognizability from a fixed ordinal is not absolute. For instance, 0# is rec-
ognizable from ω1, if 0
# exist, but it is not recognizable from any countable ordinal, as
we see below. Therefore 0# is not recognizable from ωV1 in any generic extension of V
in which ωV1 is countable. We prove below that the recognizable closure for subsets of ω,
defined by iterating recognizability, is absolute if there is a measurable cardinal above a
Woodin cardinal.
A typical phenomenon for infinitary computations is the existence of sets of ordinals
which are recognizable, but not computable. Following [HL00], we call such sets lost
melodies.
Definition 2.5. Suppose that x ⊆ α is recognizable, but not computable. Then x is a
lost melody at α.
As mentioned in the introduction, we can iterate recognizability.
Definition 2.6. Suppose that x, y ⊆ α.
(i) x is an element of the recognizable closure Cβ(y) of y in the parameter β if there is a
sequence 〈xi | i ≤ n〉 with x0 = x and xn = y such that xi is recognizable from xi+1
with the parameter β for all i < n.
(ii) x is an element of the recognizable closure Cβα(y) of y for subsets of α in the parameter
β if we only allow subsets xi of α in the previous case.
(iii) x is an element of the recognizable closure Cα(y) of y for subsets of α if x ∈ C
β
α(y) for
some β.
(iv) x is an element of the recognizable closure C(y) of y if x ∈ Cα(y) for some α.
We omit y if y = ∅.
Note that the recognizable closure C is closed under constructibility, i.e. a set of ordinals
x is in C if x ∈ L[x0, . . . , xn], where x0, . . . , xn are sets of ordinals in C. In particular C is
closed under joins.
The iteration in the definition of the recognizable closure is necessary, since relativized
recognizability is in general not transitive by Lemma 3.27 below. However, two iteration
steps suffice by the following argument.
Lemma 2.7. Suppose that x ∈ Cα(z). Then there is some y such that y is recognizable
from z and x is computable from y.
Proof. Suppose that ~x = 〈xi | i ≤ n〉 witnesses that x ∈ Cα(z) as in Definition 2.6.
Suppose that y is the join of ~x. Then y is recognizable and x is computable from y. 
The recognizable closure C has the following absoluteness property.
Lemma 2.8. C is Σ12-correct in V .
Proof. Suppose that x ⊆ ω, x ∈ C and ϕ(x) is a Σ12-formula which holds in V . Since
L[x] ⊆ C, ϕ(x) holds in C. If x ∈ C and ϕ(x) is a Σ12-formula which holds in C. Then ϕ(x)
holds in V by Π11 absoluteness between L[x, y] and V for all y ⊆ ω. If ϕ(x) holds in C,
then ϕ(x) holds in V by Π11 absoluteness. 
3. Recognizable sets
In this section, we prove various facts about recognizable sets and lost melodies. We
begin with recognizability without ordinals parameters for various infinite time machines.
We then consider recognizability for fixed ordinals parameters, and finally recognizability
for arbitrary ordinal parameters. We prove various facts about recognizability in L and in
generic extensions of L, and about the relationship between the recognizable closure and
HOD.
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3.1. Machines with fixed ordinal parameters. Recognizability is a general concept
associated with models of infinitary computation that has been studied for Infinite Time
Register Machines (ITRMs) [CFK+10] and Infinite Time Turing Machines (ITTMs) [HL00].
The definition of recognizability for ITRMs and ITTMs is completely analogous to Defi-
nition 2.2 ([HL00], [Car14a]). We denote by CM the recognizable closure for subsets of ω
for a machine model M without parameters.
The notion of recognizable closure is remarkably stable, and in fact the recognizable
closure for ITRMs, ITTMs and OTMs without ordinal parameters is the same. Moreover,
the relation that x is in the recognizable closure of y for ITRMs, ITTMs and OTMs
without ordinal parameters coincides with ∆12-reducibility. Thus the recognizable closure
for OTMs with ordinal parameters is generalization of ∆12-reducibility in at least two
ways. First by admitting arbitrary ordinal parameters, second by admitting arbitrary sets
of ordinals.
We use the following notions to calculate the recognizable closure for ITTMs, ITRMs
and OTMs.
Definition 3.1. Suppose that x ⊆ ω and α is an ordinal.
(i) The ordinal α is Σ1-fixed if there is some Σ1-statement ϕ in the language of set theory
such that α is minimal with Lα |= ϕ.
(ii) Let σ denote the supremum of the Σ1-fixed ordinals.
(iii) The ordinal α is Σ1-stable (in x) if Lα ≺Σ1 L (Lα[x] ≺Σ1 L[x]).
(iv) Let σ(α) (σ(α, x)) denote the least Σ1-stable (in x) ordinal τ > α.
Note that the ordinal σ in (ii) is well known to be the least Σ1-stable, here also notated
σ(0, 0), and is countable. As the halting of an OTM-program (without ordinal parameters)
is a Σ1-fact, and the search for the ordinal α fixed by some sentence ϕ as in (i), is OTM-
programmable, σ is equal to the supremum of such program halting times, [CS14, Lemma
7].
Lemma 3.2. CITRM = CITTM = COTM = Lσ.
Proof. We first argue that all elements of CITRM, CITTM and COTM are elements of Lσ.
Suppose that P is a program for one of these machine types. The statement that there
is some x ⊆ ω such that P x ↓= 1 is a Σ1-statement. This is absolute between L and V
by Shoenfield absoluteness and computations are absolute between transitive models of
ZFC. If P recognizes some real number x, then L |= ∃yP y ↓= 1 and hence x ∈ L. Since
∃yP y ↓= 1 is a Σ1-statement, we have x ∈ Lσ. Since Lσ is admissible, C
M ⊆ Lσ for these
machine models M by the proof of Lemma 2.7.
Suppose that x ⊆ ω and x ∈ Lσ. There is some Σ1-fixed ordinal α < σ such that
x ∈ Lα. Suppose that ϕ is a Σ1-statement and α is minimal with Lα  ϕ. The Lα is its
Σ1-hull, hence its Σ1-projectum is ω. Then there is a surjection of ω onto Lα in Lα+1 by
acceptability. Let c ⊆ ω denote the L-least code for Lα. Then c is recognizable by any of
these machines by checking whether for the least β such that ϕ holds in Lβ, the oracle z
is the L-least code for Lβ (see [CFK
+10]). Moreover x is Turing computable from c and
hence x ∈ CM . 
A weaker version of ITRMs was introduced in [Koe06b], now called unresetting or weak
Infinite Time Register Machines (wITRMs).
Lemma 3.3. CwITRM = LωCK
1
∩ P (ω).
Proof. Recognizability and computability coincide for wITRMs [Car13a]. Moreover, the
main result of [Koe06b] shows that the wITRM-computable reals coincide with the hyper-
arithmetical reals. 
The recognizable closure is closely connected with ∆12-degrees.
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Definition 3.4. Suppose that x, y ⊆ ω and α < ω1.
(i) x is ∆12-reducible to y (x ≤∆1
2
y) if x is ∆12 in y.
(ii) x ≡∆1
2
y if x ≤∆1
2
y and y ≤∆1
2
x.
(iii) The equivalence class [x]∆1
2
for ∆12-equivalence is called the ∆
1
2-degree of x.
(iv) If d1 = [x1]∆1
2
and d2 = [x2]∆1
2
are ∆12-degrees with x1 ≤∆12 x2, then we write
d1 ≤∆1
2
d2.
(v) x (a set A of reals) is ∆12(y, α) (Σ
1
2(y, α)) is there is a ∆
1
2-definition (Σ
1
2-definition)
in real parameters y, z which defines x (the set A) for all codes z of α.
(vi) x ≤OTM y if x is OTM-computable from y without ordinal parameters.
A part of the following lemma is known, but we could not find a proof in the literature.
The equivalence of the first two conditions in the following lemma without parameters was
independently proved in [Daw09].
Lemma 3.5. Suppose that x, y are subsets of ω and α is a countable ordinal. The
following conditions are equivalent.
(a) x is computable from y and α.
(b) x is recognizable from y and α.
(c) x ∈ Cαω (y).
(d) x is ∆1(y, α).
(e) x is ∆12(y, α).
(f) {x} is Σ12(y, α).
(g) x ∈ Lσ(y,α)[y].
Proof. The condition (a) implies (b). The condition (b) implies (c) by the proof of Lemma
2.7. This also shows that (c) implies (d). It follows from the proof of [Jec03, Lemma 25.25]
that (d) implies (e). It is easy to see that (e) implies (f).
Suppose that (f) holds. Suppose that {x} is defined by a Σ12-formula ϕ(x, y, u), where
u is an arbitrary code for α. Suppose that G is Col(ω,α)-generic over V and that u is a
relation on ω in L[G] which is isomorphic to α. Let ψ(z, y, v) denote the statement that
there is a relation v on ω such that v is isomorphic to u and ϕ(z, y, v) holds.
Claim. In V [G] the real x is the unique real z with ψ(z, y, u).
Proof. Let χ(y, v) denote the statement that there is a real z 6= x and a relation w on ω
such that w is isomorphic to v and ϕ(z, y, w) holds. Suppose that v is a code for α in V .
The statement χ(y, v) is a Σ12 statement in y, v which is false in V by the uniqueness of
x. Hence χ(y, v) is false in V [G] by Shoenfield absoluteness. Hence x is the unique real z
with ψ(z, y, v) in V [G]. Since the truth value of ψ(z, y, v) is equal to that of ψ(z, y, u) if
v is isomorphic to u, x is the unique real z with ψ(z, y, u) in V [G]. 
Since u ∈ L[G], there is a real z in L[G] with ψ(z, y, u) by Shoenfield absoluteness.
Then z = x by the previous claim. Suppose that H is Col(ω,α)-generic over V [G]. Then
x ∈ L[G] ∩ L[H] = L. The Σ12-statement in x, y, α given by (f) is equivalent to a Σ1-
statement θ(x, y, α) by the proof of [Jec03, Lemma 25.25]. Suppose that β > α is least
such that there is a real z in Lβ such that θ(z, y, α) holds in Lβ. Then β < σ(y, α) and
hence x ∈ Lσ(y,α)[y]. This implies (g).
If (g) holds, then there is a Σ1-formula θ(z, y, α) such that x ∈ Lβ and β > α is least
such that θ(x, y, α) holds in Lβ. Hence x is computable from y, α. This implies (a). 
We will see in the next section that recognizability from ω1 does not imply constructibil-
ity if 0# exists.
The equivalence of the conditions (d) and (f) shows that OTM-reducibility coincides
with ∆12-reducibility. Thus computability and recognizability generalize ∆
1
2-reducibility in
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the following ways. Firstly, we allow arbitrary ordinal parameters instead of only countable
ordinals, as in the previous lemma. Secondly, we can consider arbitrary sets of ordinals.
The previous lemma can be generalized to uncountable ordinals as follows.
Lemma 3.6. Suppose that x, y are subsets of ω and α is an ordinal. The following
conditions are equivalent.
(a) x is computable from y and α.
(b) x is recognizable from y and α in any generic extension in which α is countable.
(c) x ∈ Cαω (y) in any Col(ω,α)-generic extension (in any generic extension in which α is
countable).
(d) x is ∆1(y, α) in any Col(ω,α)-generic extension (in any generic extension in which α
is countable).
(e) x is ∆12(y, α) in any Col(ω,α)-generic extension (in any generic extension in which α
is countable).
(f) {x} is Σ12(y, α) in any Col(ω,α)-generic extension (in any generic extension in which
α is countable).
(g) x ∈ Lσ(y,α)[y].
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.5 and the absoluteness of the conditions (c) and (d). 
The previous lemmas can be improved in L.
Lemma 3.7. Suppose that ω1 = ω
L
1 and x, y ⊆ ω. Then x ≤OTM y holds if and only if
σ(x) ≤ σ(y).
Proof. Suppose that x ≤OTM y. Then x ∈ Lσ(y)[y] by Lemma 3.5. Since x is Σ1-definable
in Lσ(y)[y], it follows that σ(x) ≤ σ(y).
For the other implication, suppose that σ(x) ≤ σ(y). Suppose that x is the α-th element
of Lσ(y). Since ω1 = ω
L
1 , the ordinal α has a code which is computable from y without
ordinal parameters, as in the proof of Lemma 3.2. Hence x is computable from y. 
Lemma 3.8. Suppose that V = L and x, y ⊆ ω. If x is recognizable from y and α, then
x is computable from y and α.
Proof. Suppose that P recognizes x from y and α. We enumerate L as in Theorem 2.1.
Whenever a new real number z appears on the tape, we run Qy,z(α) and return z when
Qy,z(α) = 1. This computes x from y and α. 
Similar to the characterization of the reals in Lσ in Lemma 3.5, we ask how to charac-
terize the reals in the transitive collapse of the Σ2-hull in L.
Definition 3.9. Let η denote the ordinal such that Lη is the transitive collapse of the
Σ2-hull in L.
This is connected with eventually writable sets of ordinals.
Definition 3.10. Suppose that x ⊆ γ.
(i) x is writable if there is an OTM-program P which halts with empty input, and x is
written on the initial segment of length γ of the tape when the program halts.
(ii) x is eventually writable if there is an OTM-program P with empty input such that
from some time onwards, the contents of the initial segment of the tape of length γ
is x.
(iii) x is accidentally writable if there is an OTM-program P with empty input such that
x is written on the initial segment of length γ of the tape at some time.
Lemma 3.11. (1) Suppose that z ∈ L and L  ∃x∀yϕ(x, y, z), where ϕ is a Σ0-formula.
Then the <L-least z with L  ∃x∀yϕ(x, y, z) is Σ2-definable over L.
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(2) The Σ2-hull in L with respect to the canonical Skolem functions is equal to the set
of Σ2-definable elements of L.
(3) η is the least ordinal γ such that Lγ and L have the same Σ2-theory.
Proof. The Σ2-definition of z in L states that there is some x such that for all α with
z, x ∈ Lα, Lα  ∀yϕ(x, y, z) and there are no z¯, x¯ ∈ L with (z¯, x¯) <lex (z, x) such that
Lα  ∀yϕ(x¯, y, z¯). Here <lex is the lexicographical order with respect to <L.
For the second claim, note that the set of Σ2-definable elements of L is contained in the
Σ2-Skolem hull in L. For the other inclusion, we prove the following claim.
Claim. Suppose that ϕ is a Σ0-formula and a is Σ2-definable over L. Suppose that L 
∃x∃y∀zϕ(x, y, z, a). Then there is a Σ2-definable element x of L with L  ∃y∀zϕ(x, y, z, a).
Proof. Suppose that ∃b∀cψ(a, b, c) defines a over L. Then the<L-least x which satisfies the
formula ∃a, b, y∀c, z(ϕ(x, y, z, a) ∧ ψ(a, b, c)) is Σ2-definable over L by the first claim. 
This implies that every element of the Σ2-hull in L is Σ2-definable.
For the third claim, suppose that ϕ(x, i) is a universal Σ2-formula. We define i < j by
∃α, β ϕ(i, α) ∧ ϕ(j, β) ∧ α < β. Since every element in Lη is Σ2-definable, this defines a
well-order with order type η in Lη. Since this formula defines the same well-order in Lγ
and in Lη, we have γ = η. 
We defined Lη in Definition 3.9.
Lemma 3.12. The eventually writable subsets of ω are exactly the subsets of ω in Lη.
Proof. Every eventually writable real is Σ2-definable over L.
Suppose that x ⊆ ω is an element of Lη. Then x is Σ2-definable over L by Claim (2) in
Lemma 3.11. Suppose that ∃y∀zϕ(x, y, z) defines x over L, where ϕ is a Σ0-formula. we
consider an OTM which enumerates the ordinals α. For each α, we consider the <L-least
pair (x, y) ∈ Lα such that Lα  ∀zϕ(x, y, z) and write x on the initial segment of the tape.
This will eventually write x. 
Lemma 3.13. (1) The writable reals are exactly the reals in Lσ.
(2) The eventually writable reals are exactly the reals in Lη.
(3) The accidentally writable reals are exactly the reals in L.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 3.12. 
This is analogous to ITTMs, where the writable, eventually writable and accidentally
writable reals exactly correspond to levels of L.
3.2. Different ordinals. In this section, we compare the recognizability strength of
OTMs for different ordinal parameters. A first observation is that the recognizability
strength does not depend monotonically on the parameter.
Lemma 3.14. There is a real x in L which is recognizable from some ordinal α that is
countable in L, but not from ω1.
Proof. Let cα denote the L-least real which codes α for each α < ω1. Let Pi denote the
program with index i. We define f : ω → ωL1 by f(i) = α if α < ω
L
1 is minimal such that
P cαi (ω1) = 1 and f(i) = 0 if there is no such α. Then ran(f) contains all ordinals α < ω
L
1
such that cα is recognizable in the parameter ω1. Since f ∈ L, ran(f) is countable in L
and there is some γ ∈ ωL1 \ ran(f). Then cγ is not recognizable in ω1. But cγ can be
recognized from γ by computing the L-least real coding γ and comparing this with the
input. 
On the other hand, if 0# exists, then it is recognizable from ω1 by [Car13a, Theorem
4.2], while it is not recognizable from any countable ordinal.
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Lemma 3.15. Suppose that x ⊆ ω and x# exists. Then x# is recognizable from x.
Moreover x# is recognizable from x and α if and only if ω1 ≤ α.
Proof. Suppose that α ≥ ω1. The relation x
# = y is Π12 and hence absolute between
Lα[x, y] and V [Jec03, Theorem 25.20]. Given a real y, we check the definition of x
# for
y in Lα[x, y]. This shows that x
# is recognizable from x and α.
Since x# exists and hence ω1 is inaccessible in L[x], Lemma 3.5 shows tha x
# is not
recognizable from x and any countable ordinal. 
The previous lemma implies that x# is recognizable if x is recognizable.
To show that recognizability from ωα is different in L for different countable ordinals
α in L, we use the following jump operator. Similar jump operators for different machine
models are studied in [Car15].
Definition 3.16. Suppose that α ∈ Ord. The recognizable jump for α is the set Jα ⊆ ω
of all codes for programs P such that Pα recognizes some x ⊆ ω.
Lemma 3.17. Jα is not recognizable in α for any α.
Proof. Suppose that Jα can be recognized from α. Let xn denote the real recognized by
Pn(α) is n ∈ J
α and let xn = 0 if n /∈ J
α. We can diagonalize and construct a real y such
that y 6= xn for all n and y is recognizable from α. 
Lemma 3.18. Supppose that V = L and α < ω1. Then there is a real x which is
recognizable from ωα+1 but not from ωα.
Proof. We show that Jωα can be recognized from ωα+1. Since V = L, the cardinal ωα can
be computed from ωα+1 as the largest cardinal in Lωα+1 . This implies that the halting
problem for computations with the parameter ωα is computable from the parameter ωα+1
and this implies the claim. Moreover Jωα is not recognizable from ωα by Lemma 3.17. 
This fails if x# exists for every real x.
Lemma 3.19. Suppose that x# exists for every real x. Suppose that κ and λ are un-
countable cardinals. If P recognizes x from κ, then P recognizes x from λ.
Proof. Suppose that P x(κ) halts with output 1. Since κ and λ are indiscernible over L[x],
P x(λ) halts with output 1. We claim that P x(λ) halts with output 0 if x 6= y. Otherwise
P x(λ) halts with output 0 or diverges. Since κ and λ are indiscernible over L[x], the same
holds for P y(λ), contradicting the assumption. 
3.3. Arbitrary ordinals. In this section, we consider the recognizable closure with arbi-
trary ordinal parameters. We first give several alternative definitions of the recognizable
closure.
Definition 3.20. The logic L
(β)
Ord,0 is the closure under infinitary conjunctions and dis-
junctions of the atomic statements α ∈ x˙ and their negations for α < β.
The sentences in L
(β)
Ord,0 are interpreted as descriptions of a subset x of β. This is related
to the notion of implicitly definable sets from [HL13].
Definition 3.21. Suppose that α is an ordinal and x is a subset of α.
(i) x is implicitly definable over L if there is a formula ϕ(z, β) and an ordinal β such
that x is the unique subset z of α such that 〈L,∈, z〉  φ(z, β).
(ii) x is (LOrd,0 ∩ L)-definable if there is an L
(α)
Ord,0-formula ϕ(z, β) in L and an ordinal
β such that x is the unique subset z of α such that ϕ(z, β) holds.
(iii) x is SL-definable if there is a formula ϕ(z, β) and an ordinal β such that x is the
unique subset z of α with L[z]  φ(z, β).
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The SL-definable sets are a variant of the SL-definable sets in [LS15, Section 1]. The
following result connects recognizable sets with implicitly definable sets. We would like
to thank Gunter Fuchs for suggesting that there might be a relationship between these
notions.
Lemma 3.22. Suppose that α is an ordinal and x is a subset of α. The following conditions
are equivalent.
(i) x is constructible from a recognizable subset y of some ordinal β.
(ii) x is constructible from a subset y of some ordinal β which is SL-definable from some
ordinal by a Σ1-formula.
(iii) x is constructible from a subset y of some ordinal β which is SL-definable from some
ordinal.
(iv) x is constructible from some subset y of an ordinal β which is implicitly definable
over L.
(v) x is constructible from some (LOrd,0 ∩ L)-definable subset y of an ordinal β.
Proof. Suppose that (i) holds. Suppose that the Σ1-formula ϕ states that there is a
computation which halts with end state 1 for the input y. This implies (ii). the condition
(ii) implies (iii).
Suppose that (iii) holds. Suppose that ϕ is a Σn-formula and γ > α, β is an ordinal
with Vγ ≺Σn+1 V . Then Lγ [z] ≺Σn L[z] and hence L[z]  ϕ(z, β) ⇔ Lγ [z]  ϕ(z, β) for all
z ⊆ ω and β < γ.
Claim. There is a set A of ordinals such that A is implicitly definable over L and Lγ [y]
is constructible from A.
Proof. We consider the Gödel functions in [Jec03, Definition 13.6] with three additional
functions H0(u, v) = 〈u, v〉, H1(u) = u and H2(u) = u ∩ y. Instead of the L-hierarchy
over y, we consider the hierarchy of sets Mα, where Mα+1 is defined by closing under the
Gödel functions with the additional functions. This induces a canonical wellorder on L[y].
We can code the levels of the hierarchy in the intervals between a strictly increasing
sequence 〈δα | α < γ〉 such that for each α < γ, there is a canonical bijection between the
interval [δα, δα+1) and all applications of the Gödel functions to ordinals below δα. Let
δ = supα<γ δα. Note that every element of Lγ [y] has many representations. We consider
〈δα | α < γ〉, the pointwise images of the equality and element relations of Lγ [y] and
the image of the canonical well-order of Lγ [y] in δ. Let A code these sets modulo Gödel
pairing. Note that Gödel pairing is computable. We consider the implicit definition of A
which states that the sets coded by A follow the construction of the hierarchy and that
ϕ(z, β) holds in the structure code by A. Hence A is implicitly definable over L. 
Therefore (iii) implies (iv).
Suppose that (iv) holds. Suppose that ϕ is a Σn-formula and γ is an ordinal with
Vγ ≺Σn+1 V and γ > α, β. Then Lγ [z] ≺Σn L[z] and hence L[z]  ϕ(z, β) ⇔ Lγ [z] 
ϕ(z, β) for all z ∈ Vγ and β < γ. Then y is an (Lγ,0 ∩L)-definable subset of α. Note that
this is the translation of a first-order formula and hence its depth is finite. This implies
(v).
Suppose that (v) holds. Since validity of an (L
(α)
Ord,0∩L)-formula for z can be calculated
in L[z], the set y is recognizable. 
While the proof shows that every subset of an ordinal which is implicitly definable over
L is recognizable, the converse is open.
Question 3.23. (1) Is is consistent that there is a recognizable set of ordinals which
is not implicitly definable?
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(2) (see [HL13, after Corollary 8]) Is there a real y which is Turing equivalent to 0#
and which is implicitly definable?
We mentioned 0♯ as an example of a lost melody. However, large cardinal assumptions
are not necessary for the existence of lost melodies.
Theorem 3.24. There is a set-generic extension of L by a real such that in the extension,
every set of ordinals is recognizable.
Proof. There is a c.c.c. subforcing of Sacks forcing in L which adds a Π12-definable minimal
real x over L [Jen70]. Since x is Π12-definable, it is recognizable from ω1 by Shoenfield ab-
soluteness, as in the proof of Theorem 3.15. Clearly, every constructible real is computable
and hence recognizable. By minimality we have x ∈ L[y] for every real y ∈ L[x]\L. Hence
all non-constructible elements of the generic extension are constructibly equivalent to each
other and in particular to x. Since x is recognizable, it follows from Theorem 2.4 that
every real y ∈ L[x] is recognizable.
We now argue that the Jensen real is minimal. Jensen [Jen70, Lemma 11] showed that
the Jensen real is minimal for reals. We would like to thank Vladimir Kanovei for the
following argument.
Claim. Suppose that G is Jensen generic over L. Suppose that X ⊆ κ is a set of ordinals
in L[G] \ L. Then there is a real y such that L[X] = L[y].
Proof. Let J denote Jensen forcing. Suppose that σ is a J-name for a set of ordinals, and
1J  σ /∈ L. Then for any pair S, T of conditions in J, there is a pair of conditions S¯, T¯
with S¯ ≤ S, T¯ ≤ T and an ordinal αS,T such that S¯  αS,T ∈ σ, while T¯  αS,T /∈ σ.
Suppose that A is a maximal antichain in J2. The forcing J2 is c.c.c. by [Jensen: Definable
sets of minimal degree, Lemma 6], and in fact Jn is c.c.c. for any n. Hence A is countable.
Let B denote the set of αS,T for all (S, T ) ∈ A.
Then for any pair S, T of conditions in J, there is a pair S¯, T¯ with S¯ ≤ S and T¯ ≤ T
and an ordinal α ∈ B such that S¯  α ∈ σ, while T¯  α /∈ σ. Let τ denote a J-name for
σG ∩ B, where G is J-generic over L. Since B is countable in L, there is a real y ∈ L[G]
such that L[τG] = L[y] and hence y /∈ L. Since the Jensen real is minimal for reals,
L[x] = L[y]. Since τG ∈ L[σG], we have L[σG] = L[x]. 
This completes the proof. 
Theorem 3.24 and the non-existence of lost melodies in L show that it is undecidable
in ZFC whether there are lost melodies for OTMs.
We will consider recognizable sets in extensions by homogeneous forcings in the following
proofs.
Definition 3.25. A forcing P is homogeneous if for all conditions p, q ∈ P, there is an
automorphism π : P→ P with p ‖ π(q) (i.e. p and π(q) are compatible).
We will use the fact that homogeneous forcings do not add recognizable sets. This was
proved indepently in [Daw09] for Cohen forcing.
Lemma 3.26. We work in ZF. Suppose that P is a homogenous forcing and G is P-
generic over V . Suppose that µ ∈ Ord and x is a recognizable subset of µ in V [G]. If x is
recognizable, then x ∈ V .
Proof. Suppose that p ∈ P forces that x is recognized by a program P from some ordinal γ.
Further suppose that x /∈ V and that x˙ is a P-name for x. Then p does not decide x˙. Then
there is some α < µ and conditions q, r ≤ p such that q  x˙(α) = 0 and r  x˙(α) = 1.
Let π be an automorphism of P such that q ‖ π(r) and suppose that s ≤ π(q), r.
Now suppose that G is P-generic over V with s ∈ G. Since s forces that x˙ is recognized
by P in the parameter γ, we have q  P x˙(γ) ↓ and π(r)  P x˙(γ) ↓. Since r forces that x˙
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is recognized by P in the parameter γ, we have π(r)  P π(x˙)(γ) ↓. We have q  x˙(α) = 0
and π(r)  π(x˙)(α) = 1. Let x = x˙G and y = π(x˙)G. We work in V [G]. Since q ∈ G, P
recognizes x from γ. Since π(r) ∈ G, P recognizes y from γ. However x 6= y, contradicting
the uniqueness of x. 
We can now show that it is consistent with ZFC that relativized recognizability is not
transitive.
Lemma 3.27. Assume that V = L[0♯]. Then there are real numbers x, y, z such that x
is recognizable from y, y is recognizable from z, and x is not recognizable from z.
Proof. Suppose that γ is the least ordinal with γ > ωL1 such that Lγ+1[0
♯]\Lγ [0
♯] contains
a real. Let δ := γ + 3. There is a Cohen real x over L in Lδ and this is not recognizable
by Lemma 3.26. Let c denote the L[0#]-least real in L[0#] which codes Lδ. Then x is
recognizable from c.
On the other hand c is recognizable from 0♯ in the parameter δ. To determine whether
a real z is equal to c, we first check whether z codes Lα[0
♯]. In this case, we compute
from z a code d for Lδ+1[0
♯] and determine whether z is equal to the least element of the
structure coded by d which codes Lδ[0
#]. Moreover 0♯ is recognizable from 0 by Lemma
3.15. Since x is not recognizable from 0, this is a counterexample to transitivity. 
3.4. The recognizable closure and HOD. In this section, we show that every set of
ordinals which is generic over L can be coded into the recognizable closure C in a further
generic extension. The recognizable closure is contained in HOD. We further show that
there is a generic extension of L in which the recognizable closure is not equal to HOD.
Lemma 3.28. Suppose that G is P-generic over HOD and X ∈ L[G] is a set of ordinals.
Then there is a cofinality-preserving forcing Q in L[G] such that for every Q-generic filter
H over L[G], X is computable from a recognizable set in L[G,H].
Proof. Let λ = |P|+. Then P adds no Cohen subset to any regular cardinal ν ≥ λ, since
otherwise some p ∈ P decides unboundedly many α < ν. Suppose that µ is a cardinal
with X ⊆ µ.
The forcing Q ∈ L[G] is an iteration with full support. We define the iteration separately
in the intervals between the ordinals in a strictly increasing sequence 〈µn | n ∈ ω〉 of length
ω which is defined as follows.
Let µ0 = µ. In the first interval [0, µ0), we add a Cohen subset to [λ
+(2·α), λ+(2·α+1))
if α ∈ X0 := X and a Cohen subset to [λ
+(2·α+1), λ+(2·α+2)) if α /∈ X0 for α < µ0. This
iteration of length µ0 adds a subset X1 of µ1 := λ
+µ. We similarly define µn+1 from µn
and Xn+1 from Xn in the interval [µn, µn+1) for all n. Let Y =
⋃
n∈ωXn and let H denote
the generic filter over L[G] defined by this sequence. Then L[G,Y ] = L[G,H].
This iteration adds Cohen subsets over L only to the successor cardinals ν ≥ λ specified
in the iteration.
Claim. Y is recognizable in L[G,H].
Proof. Suppose that Y¯ is a subset of supn∈ω µn. We can determine in L[Y¯ ] whether Y¯ is
consistent with the coding described above. Suppose that Y¯ is consistent with the coding.
Then Y¯ ∩ [µn, µn+1) = Y ∩ [µn, µn+1), since this set is determined by the set of successor
cardinals ν ≥ µn+1 such that there is a Cohen subset of ν over L. Hence Y¯ = Y . 
This completes the proof. 
The next lemma shows that it is consistent that the recognizable closure is strictly
contained in HOD. Note that every set of ordinals in C is ∆1-definable from an ordinal.
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Lemma 3.29. Let P denote Cohen forcing and suppose that x˙ is a P-name for the P-
generic real. Suppose that Q˙ is a P-name for the finite support product
∏
n∈xAdd(ωn, 1),
where x is the interpretation of x˙. Suppose that x is P-generic over L and that G is Q˙x-
generic over L[x]. Then in L[x,G], x is Σ1-definable from an ordinal, but not Π1-definable
from an ordinal. Hence C ( HOD in L[x,G].
Proof. Suppose that ϕ is a Π1-formula, δ ∈ Ord and (p, q˙) is a condition which forces
∀n(n ∈ x˙ ⇔ ϕ(n, δ)) Suppose that s ⊆ ω is finite and dom(p) ⊆ s. We can assume that
p  supp(q˙) ⊆ s.
Suppose that (x,G) is P ∗ Q˙-generic over L below (p, q˙) and G =
∏
i∈xGi. Suppose
that n ∈ ω \ (x∪ s) and y = x∪ {n}. Suppose that Gn is Add(ωn, 1)-generic over L[x,G].
Suppose that q˙x, q˙y are given by the sequences 〈qxi | i ∈ s ∩ x〉 and 〈q
y
i | i ∈ s ∩ x〉, where
qxi , q
y
i ∈ Add(ωi, 1). Suppose that πi : Add(ωi, 1) → Add(ωi, 1) is an automorphism such
that πi(pi) is compatible with qi for all i ∈ s ∩ x. Let H denote the Q˙
y-generic filter over
L[y] which is equivalent to
∏
i∈s∩x π[Gi]×
∏
i∈x\sGi×Gn modulo the order of the indices
in the product. Then (y,H) is P∗Q˙-generic over L below (p, q˙) and L[x,G,Gn] = L[y,H].
Then ϕ(n, δ) holds in L[y,H] by Σ1 upwards absoluteness, contradicting the assumption
on (p, q˙). 
Remark 3.30. Suppose that 〈κi | i < ω〉 is a strictly increasing sequence of measurable
cardinals and ~µ = 〈µi | i < ω〉 is a sequence of normal ultrafilters with crit(µi) = κi for all
i. Suppose that V = L[~µ]. Then ~µ is not coded by any set in C. In particular C ( HOD.
Proof. As in Lemma 4.18 below. 
Question 3.31. Is it consistent that C = L and C ( HOD?
4. Recognizable sets and M1
We aim to define the recognizable closure for subsets of an ordinal α from M∞. M∞
is defined as follows, assuming that M#1 exists. M
#
1 is defined in [Sch10, Section 5.1] and
[Ste10, page 1660]. We work with premice of the form M = (Jα,∈, ~E) as defined in [?].
Definition 4.1. M#1 (x) denotes a sound ω1-iterable x-premouse M with projectum ω
and with an external measure with critical point κ above a Woodin cardinal in M , if this
exists.
It is known that M#1 is unique if it is ω1 + 1-iterable or if M
#
1 (z) exists for every real
z [Sch14b, Lemma 2.41]. In the following we will make one of these assumptions.
Definition 4.2. (i) (M#1 )
α denotes the α-th iterate ofM#1 by the external measure and
κα the image of κ0 = κ in (M
#
1 )
α.
(ii) M1 :=
⋃
α∈Ord(M
#
1 )
α|κα.
(iii) Mα denotes the α-th iterate of M#1 by the unique normal measure on its least
measurable cardinal µ and µα the image of µ0 = µ in M
α.
(iv) M∞ :=
⋃
α∈OrdM
α|µα.
If there is a measurable cardinal above a Woodin cardinal, then M#1 exists [?, Ste93]
and is unique [Ste10, Corollary 3.12].
4.1. Subsets of countable ordinals. In this section, we assume that M#1 exists and is
ω1+1-iterable. We show that Cα is equal to the power set of α in M
#
1 and therefore equal
to the power set of α in M∞ for countable ordinals α.
Lemma 4.3. If x is a recognizable subset of a countable ordinal α, then x ∈M∞.
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Proof. It is sufficient to show that x ∈ Mα, since Mα|µα = M1|µα and α ≤ µα. There
is a countable iteration tree on Mα with last model N such that x is P-generic over N
[Ste10, NZ01] (see also [Sch14b, Lemma 2.42]). Suppose that P recognizes x from β. Then
P recognizes x from β in N [x]. Suppose that this is forced by a condition p.
Suppose that y is PN -generic below p over N [x] in V . Then y is recognized by P
from β in N [y]. Hence halts on input y with parameter β in V by the absoluteness of
computations. This contradicts the uniqueness of x. 
We need the following notions. The length or index lh(E) of an extender E is its index
in the extender sequence if E 6= ∅ and 0 if E = 0. An iteration tree is normal if the lengths
of the extenders are weakly increasing.
Definition 4.4. Suppose that T is a normal iteration tree (see [Sch14a]) with the sequence
〈Mi | i < λ〉 of models and the sequence 〈Ei | i < λ〉 of extenders.
(i) The common-part model of T is MT =
⋃
i<λMi|lh(Ei).
(ii) The height of the common-part model is δT = supi<λ lh(Ei).
(iii) T is maximal if δT is a Woodin cardinal in L(MT ).
(iv) T is short if T is not maximal.
Definition 4.5. A premouse M is Π12-iterable [Ste95] if there is an iteration strategy σ
such that the following conditions hold for every countable iteration tree T onM following
σ.
(i) If T has successor length, the next ultrapower is well-founded.
(ii) If T has limit length, then for every α < ω1 there is a cofinal branch b such that α is
contained in the well-founded branch of the direct limit model Mb.
The following result follows from [Ste95, Lemma 2.2].
Lemma 4.6. Suppose that x ∈ M∞ is a subset of a countable ordinal α. Then x is
computable from a recognizable subset of a countable ordinal.
Proof. Suppose that κ is the least measurable cardinal in M1 and µ = (κ
+)M1 . Let
M = M1|µ. We first suppose that x ∈ M . The proof for the general case is analogous,
where M is replaced with an iterate of M such that κ is mapped above α.
Suppose that N is a countable solid [?, 2.7.4] and sound [?, 2.8.3] Π12-iterable premouse
of height µ. Suppose that N is a model of ZF− with a largest cardinal κ and no measurable
cardinals. In the rest of the proof we show that M = N . This implies the conclusion as
follows. Suppose that c is the subset of γ which codes M via Gödel pairing, where γ is
the order type of the canonical well-order of M . Then c is recognizable.
We form the co-iteration of M and N to M¯ and N¯ . We will show that M = M¯ = N =
N¯ . Let T denote the tree on M and let U denote the tree on N .
The co-iteration terminates if the target models are comparable and well-founded or
one of the models is ill-founded. If the target models are comparable, we say that the
co-iteration succeeds. We call an iteration simple if there is no drop along the main
branch.
Claim. If all initial segments of T and U are short, then the co-iteration succeeds.
Proof. Since the trees are short, there is at most one well-founded branch, since otherwise
δT is a Woodin cardinal in MT [Ste10, Theorem 6.10].
Note that every limit initial segment of T has a well-founded branch, since M is ω1+1-
iterable. Suppose that some limit initial segment U ↾ γ of U has no well-founded branch.
Since N is Π12-iterable, for every α < ω1, there is a cofinal branch b in U ↾ γ such that
α ⊆ wfp(Nb), where Nb denotes the model for the branch b. Hence δU↾γ is Woodin in
Lα(MU↾γ) [Ste10, Theorem 6.10]. Since this holds for all countable α, δU↾γ is Woodin in
L(MU↾γ), contradicting the assumption.
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Then the models in step ω1 are comparable and the pressing down argument in the
proof of the comparison lemma shows that the comparison is successful at some countable
step. 
Claim. If all initial segments of T and U are short, then M = N .
Proof. First suppose that M¯ ✁ N¯ . Let i denote the least truncation point on either side.
Suppose that κi is the critical point of the extender E
Mi
νi
used in the iteration of M in
step i.
Then ρk(Mi) ≤ κi for some k, since we cut down in step i. Since Mi is k-sound above
κi, there is a well-order of order type Ord
Mi computable from a set AkMi (the master code)
such that AkMi is definable overMi, and therefore over M¯ . Then A
k
Mi
∈ N¯ . Since AkMi ∈ N¯
codes a well-order of the height of Mi, and therefore a well-order with order type νi, νi is
collapsed in N¯ . This is a contradiction, since by the usual properties of the index, νi is a
cardinal in all iterates of Ni and therefore in N¯ .
If N¯ ✁ M¯ then the argument is symmetric.
Now suppose that M¯ = N¯ . In this case, the proof works by the following standard
argument. Suppose that i is the last truncation point of the iteration of M and j is the
last truncation point of the iteration of N . Suppose that M ′ is the truncation of Mi and
N ′ is the truncation of Nj . Since Mi is sound, the core of M¯ is equal to M
′. Since Nj is
sound, the core of N¯ is equal to N ′. Recall that the core is the hull of the projectum and
the standard parameter. Since we iterate above the projectum, the core does not change.
Hence M ′ = N ′.
First suppose that i < j. Then EMiνi 6= ∅, since we truncated in step i. Since i < j,
E
Mj
νi = E
Nj
νi = ∅. Since M
′ = N ′, E
Nj
νi = E
Mi
νi
. This contradicts the fact that EMiνi 6= ∅
and E
Nj
νi = ∅. Second suppose that i = j. Since E
Mi
νi
6= ENiνi and since these extenders
appear in M ′ and N ′, we have M ′ 6= N ′, contradicting the assumption. 
Claim. Suppose that T is maximal. Then in U , there are finitely many drops, and each
step is the ultrapower with the unique normal measure on the least measurable cardinal.
Moreover the co-iteration succeeds.
Proof. There is no drop along the main branch of T by Claim 4.1. Therefore every step in
U is the ultrapower by the unique normal measure on the least measurable cardinal, and
this measurable cardinal has order 0. Otherwise there would be a measurable cardinal in
M .
Hence all iterates of N are well-founded. Then the models in step ω1 are comparable
and the pressing down argument in the proof of the comparison lemma shows that the
comparison is successful at some countable step. 
Claim. If T is maximal, then there is no drop along the main branch of T . The same
holds for U .
Proof. We will prove this for T . The proof for U is analogous. Suppose that the last
truncation in T is at i. Suppose that Mi is cut down to M¯i and M¯ is a simple iterate of
M¯i. We argue that there is no Woodin cardinal in L[M¯ ].
In M1 there is no extender above a Woodin cardinal. Therefore M1 is tame, i.e. there
is no extender overlapping a Woodin cardinal. Otherwise in the ultrapower, the image of
the critical point is measurable and the Woodin cardinal remains a Woodin cardinal, since
the extender sequence is coherent.
Hence the extender E in M responsible for the last drop does not overlap a Woodin
cardinal.
Subclaim. In M¯i there is no cardinal δ which is a Woodin cardinal definably over M¯i.
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Proof. Suppose that δ is below crit(E). Then M and M1 have a measure above a Woodin
cardinal, contradicting the definition of M1.
Suppose that δ is above crit(E). Since Mi is acceptable, there is a surjection from
crit(E) onto M¯i definable over M¯i. Then the Woodin cardinal is destroyed definably over
M¯i. The same holds for M¯ by elementarily. 
This proves the claim. 
Claim. Suppose that T or U is maximal. Then M = N .
Proof. We prove this for T . The proof for U is analogous. Suppose that the iteration tree
U is nontrivial. Since there are no measurable cardinals in N , this implies that there is a
drop in U . Hence there is a bounded subset x of κ which is not an element of N , but it
is definable over N .
The iteration of N is definable in N by Claim 4.1. Since N is a model of ZF−, the
iterate Nα of N in any step ≤ κ is an element of N and hence it has height < µ, where
µ = (κ+)M1 . Hence Nα is not an initial segment of M .
Let Nκ denote the iterate of N in step κ. Since x is definable over Nκ but it is not an
element of Nκ, Nκ is not an initial segment of M . Therefore the co-iteration continues.
The index of the next extender used in Nκ is a cardinal in the following iterates of Nκ.
However there are no cardinals above κ in M and therefore the final models cannot agree.
This contradicts the fact that the co-iteration terminates by Claim 4.1. 
This completes the proof. 
Theorem 4.7. If α is countable and x ⊆ α, then x ∈ Cα if and only if x ∈ M
∞. In
particular Cω = P (ω) ∩M1 = Q3 [KMS83].
Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.6. 
Remark 4.8. Suppose that γ is countable. Then the recognizable jump Jγ with parameter
γ is in M1.
Proof. Suppose that N is a countable iterate of M1 such that its least measure is above
γ. Suppose that P does not recognize any real. It follows from the genericity iteration
that this holds if and only if it is forced over N by the extender algebra. Since we do
not move γ in iterations to make reals generic over iterates of N , this is a statement in
N in the parameter γ. Therefore we can determine in N whether a given program P
recognizes a real. So the recognizable jump is in N . Since M1 and N have the same reals,
the recognizable jump is in M1. 
4.2. Subsets of ω1. In this section, we show that it is consistent with the existence of
an ω1-iterable M
#
n (x) for all reals x and all n and therefore with projective determinacy
that every recognizable subset of ω1 is in M1.
In this section we assume that an M#1 (x) exists for all reals x. Then M
#
1 is unique by
[Sch14b, Lemma 1.2.26] or [Nee95, Corollary 1.8].
Theorem 4.9. Suppose that ZF + DC holds. Suppose that for every A ⊆ ω1 there is
some real x with A ∈ L[x]. Suppose that P is homogeneous and preserves ω1 and that G
is P-generic over V . Then in V [G], every recognizable subset of ω1 is in M
∞.
Proof. Suppose that A ∈ V [G] is a recognizable subset of ω1. Then A ∈ V by Lemma
3.26. We work in V . Suppose that x is a real with A ∈ L[x].
We first suppose that there is some β < ω1 and a countable iteration with embedding
π : Mβ → N such that x is generic over N and A /∈ N . Suppose that A˙ is a name in N
for A. Then there is a condition p in N which forces that P recognizes A˙ from α and that
A /∈ N . Suppose that y is a generic filter in V over N [x] in below p. Let B = A˙y. Since
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x, y are mutually generic, N [x]∩N [y] = N . Then A 6= B. But P recognizes A,B from α,
contradicting the uniqueness of A.
Now suppose that there is no such iteration.
Claim. A ∩ β ∈M∞ for all β < ω1.
Proof. Suppose that β ≤ γ < ω1. There is a countable iteration above γ with embedding
π : Mγ → N such that x is generic over N . Then A ∈ N . Since P (β)∩M∞ = P (β)∩Mγ =
P (β) ∩N , this implies that A ∩ β ∈M∞. 
Suppose that κ is the least measurable cardinal in M1. Suppose that 〈κα | α < ω1〉
is the sequence of images of κ. Let πα,β : M
α → Mβ denote the elementary embeddings.
For every limit λ < ω1, there is some f(λ) < λ such that A∩ κλ has a preimage in M
f(λ).
Then there is a stationary set S ⊆ ω1 and some α < ω1 such that A ∩ κβ has the same
preimage A¯ in Mα for all β ∈ S. Then πα,β(A¯) = A ∩ β for all α ≤ β < ω1. Since
πα,β ∈M
α for all α ≤ β < ω1, this implies that A ∈M
α. Therefore A ∈M∞. 
The assumption in the previous theorem hold if the ground model L(R) satisfies the
axiom of determinacy [Kan09, Theorem 28.5] and for the Pmax-extension of L(R).
The following result shows that a Woodin cardinal is not sufficient to prove the state-
ment: if M is an inner model with a Woodin cardinal which is iterable for countable short
trees, then every recognizable subset of ω1 is in M .
Lemma 4.10. Suppose that an ω1 + 1-iterable M
#
1 exists. Then there is a cardinal-
preserving generic extension N ofM1 such that in N , there is a recognizable set of ordinals
which is not in M1.
Proof. We work in M1. Suppose that T is a Suslin tree with the unique branch property.
The existence of such a tree is proved from ⋄ in [FH09, Theorem 1.1]. Suppose that b is a
T -generic branch over M1. Let N =M1[b]. Since T is < ω1-distributive, the forcing does
not change cofinalities. There is a unique branch in T of length ω1 in N . Suppose that κ
is the least measurable cardinal in M1 and x is the subset of κ
+ which codes M1|κ
+ with
its canonical well-order via Gödel pairing. Then x is recognizable by the proof of Lemma
4.6. Therefore the join x⊕ b is recognizable but x⊕ b is not an element of M1. 
4.3. Structures which are not recognizable. The main open question is whether the
results in the previous section hold for arbitrary sets of ordinals.
Question 4.11. Is it consistent that an ω1 + 1-iterable M
#
1 exists and that there is a
recognizable subset of ω1 which is not in M
∞?
In this section we will show that certain sets of ordinals cannot be recognizable. The
sets code transitive models with infinitely many measurable cardinals.
Lemma 4.12. Suppose that the GCH holds. Suppose that κ is measurable, U is a < κ-
complete ultrafilter on κ and j : V → M is the ultrapower map for U . Suppose that λ is
an infinite cardinal. Then j(λ) > λ if and only if cof(λ) = κ or λ = µ+ and cof(µ) = κ.
Proof. We have κ+ < j(κ) < κ++. Suppose that λ > κ, cof(λ) = κ and 〈λα | α < κ〉
is a cofinal strictly increasing sequence of regular cardinals below λ. Then the linear
order (λ+, <) embeds into (
∏
α<κ λα, <U ), since at cofinalities below λα we can form
the pointwise supremum in all coordinates above α and choose the coordinates below α
arbitrarily. Hence (λ+, <) embeds into (κλ,<U ) and j(λ) > λ
+.
If λ = µ+ and cof(µ) = κ, then j(λ) > j(µ) ≥ λ. We prove the remaining cases
by induction. First suppose that λ is a limit cardinal with cof(λ) < κ. Then j(λ) =
supα<λ j(α) = λ. Second, suppose that λ is a limit cardinal with cof(λ) > κ. Suppose
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that f : κ → λ. Then there is some α < λ such that f : κ → α. Hence [f ] ≤ j(α) and
j(λ) = supα<λ j(α).
Third, suppose that λ = µ+ and µ is a limit cardinal with µ > κ and cof(µ) < κ.
If f : κ → λ, then there is some α < λ such that f =U cα, where cα : κ → λ is the
constant function with value α. Suppose that α =
⋃
β<cof(µ) Yα where |Yβ| < µ. Suppose
that g <U cα. Then there is some X ∈ U and some β < cof(µ) such that g[X] ⊆ Yβ.
Since νκ < µ for all ν < µ, this implies that j(α) = [cα] has size at most µ. Hence
j(λ) = supα<λ j(α) = λ.
In the last case, suppose that λ = µ+ and µ is a limit cardinal with µ > κ and
cof(µ) > κ, then µκ = µ. Hence j(α) < λ for all α < λ. Therefore j(λ) = λ. Note that
the last case also covers the case λ = µ++, where µ is a limit cardinal with µ > κ and
cof(µ) = κ. 
Lemma 4.13. Suppose that the GCH holds. Suppose that κ is measurable, U is a < κ-
complete ultrafilter on κ, and j : V →M is the ultrapower map for U . Then κ+ < ji(κ) <
κ++ and cof(ji(κ)) = κ+ for all i ∈ ω.
Proof. We have κ+ < j(κ) < κ++. For the first claim, it is sufficient to show that
j(α) < κ++ for all α < κ++. Suppose that α < κ++. Then there are only (κ+)κ = κ+
many functions f : κ→ α with [f ] <U [cα] and hence j(α) < κ
++.
For the second claim, cof(j(κ)) cannot be κ, since we can diagonalize against a sequence
〈fα | α < κ〉 of functions fα : κ→ κ to construct an upper <U -bound. Hence cof(j(κ)) =
κ+. Suppose that cof(ji(κ)) = κ+. Then every sequence 〈fα | α < κ〉 of functions
fα : κ → j
i(κ) has a pointwise upper bound and therefore a <U -upper bound. Hence
cof(ji+1(κ)) = κ+. 
Lemma 4.14. Suppose that the GCH holds. Suppose that κ is measurable, U is a < κ-
complete ultrafilter on κ, and j : V →M is the ultrapower map for U . Suppose that λ is
an ordinal with j[λ] ⊆ λ. Then j(λ) > λ if and only if cof(λ) = κ.
Proof. Suppose that λ is a limit ordinal with cof(λ) < κ. Since j[λ] ⊆ λ, j(λ) =
supα<λ j(α) = λ. Firstly, suppose that λ is a limit ordinal with cof(λ) > κ. Suppose
that f : κ → λ. Then there is some α < λ such that f : κ → α. Hence [f ] ≤ j(α). There
are unboundedly many α < λ with j[α] ⊆ α and cof(α) = ω and hence j(α) = α by the
previous case. Hence j(λ) = supα<λ j(α) = λ.
Secondly, suppose that λ is a limit ordinal with cof(λ) = κ. As in the previous case,
there are unboundedly many α < κ with j(α) = α. Suppose that 〈λα | α < κ〉 is a strictly
increasing cofinal sequence in λ of fixed points of j. The image of this sequence is strictly
longer than κ and hence j(λ) > λ. 
Lemma 4.15. Suppose that the GCH holds. Suppose that 〈κn | n ∈ ω〉 is a strictly in-
creasing sequence of measurable cardinals. Suppose that Un is a < κn-complete ultrafilter
on κn and jn : V → Mn is the ultrapower with Un. For every ordinal α, there is some n
with j(α) = α.
Proof. Suppose that α is the least ordinal such that jn(α) > α for all n ∈ ω. Suppose
that βn ≤ α is least such that j
k
n(βn) > α for some k. Further suppose that kn is minimal
with this property.
Claim 4.16. jn[βn] ⊆ βn for all n.
Proof. Suppose that jn(β) ≥ βn for some β < βn. Then j
kn+1
n (β) > α, contradicting the
minimality of βn. 
Claim 4.16 and Lemma 4.14 imply that cof(βn) = κn for each n. Let γn = j
kn
n (βn).
Then cof(γn) = κ
+
n by Lemma 4.13. Therefore there is a strictly increasing sequence
〈ni | i ∈ ω〉 such that the sequences 〈βni | i ∈ ω〉 and 〈γni | i ∈ ω〉 are strictly increasing.
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Claim 4.17. Suppose that µ, ν are measurable with µ < ν, Uµ, Uν are < µ-complete and
ν-complete ultrafilters on µ, ν and jµ, jν are the ultrapower maps for Uµ, Uν . Suppose
that jµ[βµ] ⊆ βµ and jν [βν ] ⊆ βν . Then the configuration βµ < βν < j
k
µ(βµ) < j
l
ν(βν) is
impossible for all k, l ∈ ω.
Proof. Since jµ(βµ) > βµ and jν(βν) > βν , cof(βµ) = µ and cof(βν) = ν by Lemma
4.14. Hence jν(βµ) = βµ. Let N = Ult
l(V,Uν). Then N
ν ⊆ N . and hence Uµ ∈ N and
(jkµ(βµ))
N = jkµ(βµ) for all k ∈ ω. Moreover j
l
ν does not move j
k
µ(βµ). Since βν < j
k
µ(βµ),
by elementarity jlν(βν) < j
l
µ(βµ), contradicting the assumption. 
Let µ = κn0 , ν = κn1 , βµ = βn0 , and βν = βn1 in Claim 4.17. This contradicts the
assumptions on βn0 , βn1 . 
Lemma 4.18. Suppose that N is a transitive model of ZFC with Ord ⊆ N . Suppose
that 〈κn | n ∈ ω〉 is a strictly increasing sequence of measurable cardinals in N with
supn κn = κ. Suppose that x is a set of ordinals in N with V
N
κ ∈ L[x]. Then x is not
recognizable.
Proof. Suppose that x is recognized by P from α. Since Ord ⊆ N , x is recognized by P
from α in N . There is a < κn-complete ultrafilter U on κn in N such that jn(α) = α by
Lemma 4.15, where jn : N → I is the ultrapower embedding. Then P accepts j(x) from
α in N and therefore in V . We have j(x) 6= x, since V Nκ ∈ L[x] and therefore U ∈ L[x],
but U /∈ I. This contradicts the uniqueness of x. 
4.4. Generically recognizable sets. The following version of recognizability defines
exactly the sets of ordinals in M∞.
Definition 4.19. (1) A subset x of an ordinal α is generically recognizable if it is recog-
nizable in all Col(ω, β)-generic extensions for sufficiently large ordinals β.
(2) The generically recognizable closure is the class of all sets x of ordinals such that x
is computable from a generically recognizable set of ordinals.
Lemma 4.20. Suppose that there is a proper class of Woodin cardinals. Then the ele-
ments of the generically recognizable closure are exactly the sets of ordinals in M∞.
Proof. Since there is a proper class of Woodin cardinals, the model M∞ is generically
absolute.
Suppose that x is a generically recognizable subset of an ordinal γ and that G is
Col(ω, γ)-generic over V . Then x is in M∞ in V [G] and therefore in V .
Suppose that x is a subset of α in M∞. Suppose that κ ≥ α is an image of the critical
point in the iteration defining M∞. Suppose that M is an initial segment of M∞ of
height γ = (κ+)M
∞
and that G is Col(ω, γ)-generic over V . Then in V [G] the code for
M given by its canonical well-order is recognizable by the proof of Lemma 4.6. Hence x
is an element of the generically recognizable closure. 
5. Conclusion and questions
We have obtained connections between recognizable sets and the inner modelM1 and in
particular obtained computational characterizations of initial segments of M1 far beyond
L. Moreover we have seen that the recognizable closure is related to implicit definability.
We conclude with the main open questions.
Question 5.1. Suppose that there is a proper class of Woodin cardinals. Is every recog-
nizable set of ordinals in M1?
The following is an approach to refute this conjecture.
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Question 5.2. Is it possible to start from a model with large cardinals and by class
forcing obtain that V , HOD and the recognizable closure for subsets of arbitrary ordinals
are equal?
If M#1 exists, then the set of recognizable reals is countable.
Question 5.3. Is it consistent that there are ω2 many recognizable reals?
Question 5.4. Suppose that M#1 exists. Is every set of ordinals in M1 constructible from
a recognizable set?
We ask whether similar results hold for stronger models of computation.
Question 5.5. Suppose that an ω1+1-iterableM
#
2 exists. If we add the operator mapping
x to M#1 (x) as a possible step in computations, then is a subset of ω recognizable by such
a machine if and only if it is in M2?
Another way to strengthen the model of computation is to allow countable sets of
ordinals as parameters. This motivates the following question.
Question 5.6. Suppose that countable sets of ordinals are allowed as parameters instead
of ordinals. Does the recognizable closure contain sets beyond the Chang model L(Ordω)?
We define a set to be in the recognizable hull R if it is an element of the transitive
collapse of a well-founded extensional relation on an ordinal such that its image under
Gödel pairing is recognizable.
Question 5.7. Which axioms of set theory hold in R, and in particular does R always
satisfy Σ1-collection?
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